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the square and the tower - runngunbball - the square tower in old portsmouth is a brilliant venue for live
music and gigs, the vaulted brickwork ceilings provide unique acoustics and the historic surrounding of the
tower's interior produces an intimate, exclusive atmosphere for both performers and audience alike. the
square and the tower - synovim - the square tower in old portsmouth is a brilliant venue for live music and
gigs, the vaulted brickwork ceilings provide unique acoustics and the historic surrounding of the tower's
interior produces an intimate, exclusive atmosphere for both performers and audience alike. the square and
the tower - fernandotorres - the square tower in old portsmouth is a brilliant venue for live music and gigs,
the vaulted brickwork ceilings provide unique acoustics and the historic surrounding of the tower's interior
produces an intimate, exclusive atmosphere for both performers and audience alike.
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